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Ladies and Gentlemen,

I would like to address two topics in our press conference today:
1.

2.

First, we would like to give you a brief description of the developments on the

coal markets in 2015 and an initial look ahead to the year 2016.

Second, we want to talk about current developments in energy policies,

especially the study we commissioned entitled “Comparison of Greenhouse
Gas Emissions from Coal- and Gas-fired Power Plants”, which was
conducted by Pöyry.

You will find related information in the material on the table.

Moreover, our Annual Report 2016 – Facts and Trends 2015/2016 – containing
information about the global hard coal market has also come right off the press.
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Picture 1: The VDKi
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First of all, a word about the VDKi. The Coal Importer Association is the traditional
representative of the dealers (26) and consumers (17) of imported hard coal. In

recent years, many of its members have also come from the logistics business (27).
The VDKi is the only “pure-bred” market-oriented association for the interests of the
hard coal sector.
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Let us now look at market development.
World Energy Consumption
According to the BP Statistical Review 2016, world energy consumption in 2015 rose by
1.0% to 18.8 billion TCE. The growth of 2.1% to 7.8 billion TCE in the Asian-Pacific

Region was more than twice as great. This figure corresponds to 42% of global energy
consumption.

An increase of 2.1% in energy consumption does not align so well with the pledges
made by the world community not long ago in Paris.

The top spot is held by oil at 33%, followed by coal at 29% and natural gas at 24%.

Growth of 1.9% for oil was highest, while coal consumption in 2015 declined by 1.8% in
2015. Renewable energy sources increased by 15%, but their share of coverage of

consumption worldwide amounts to a mere 2.8%. This corresponds to the global increase in consumption of 3 years.

<<The new BP figures on energy consumption do not match our own production and
trade figures exactly because the BP figures also include lignite.>>
World Hard Coal Production
Worldwide hard coal production in 2015 declined by almost 3% to 7.0 billion tonnes.

The decline for coking coal of 10% was significantly greater than the 1.6% for steam
coal. The cause of the decline is to be seen in the general economic development,
especially China’s falling demand for steel. The American producers of coking and
steam coal have taken an especially hard hit. A strong US dollar, steel crisis and

shale gas – these factors together were an explosive mixture for almost all producers. With the exception of Consol Energy, all of the American companies fell out of
the Dow Jones US Coal Index. One after another filed an application for creditor
protection (Chapter 11).
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China’s production decreased by 1.5%. There was a collapse of -32% in China’s

imports, pulling production in Indonesia and Australia down with them. The decline

was especially extreme for Indonesia (-18%) because the Chinese regulation affect-

ed coal of lower quality more strongly. Australia was able to compensate for a part of

the declining coking coal supplies by delivering larger quantities of high-quality steam
coal.

India will have a key role to play in the further development of the market. Production
in 2015 rose by 10% over the previous year. If the country is able to cast off its bureaucratic fetters and solve its logistic problems, it will further raise its level of selfsufficiency. Otherwise, the growth in demand will create even more room for coal
imports.
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Hard Coal World Market

Picture 3
Seaborne trade of 1,104 million tonnes breaks down into 833 million tonnes of steam
coal and 271 million tonnes of coking coal.

Picture 3 shows the primary trade flows in seaborne trade. Australia reclaimed from
Indonesia the position of the largest coal exporter in 2015 by posting 387 million

tonnes, 202 million tonnes of steam coal and 185 million tonnes of coking coal. Russia was able to maintain its position while Colombia and South Africa overtook the
USA in 2015.

Indonesia supplies almost its complete production (97%) to Asia. Australia’s seaborne trade is also aimed by and large at Asia (87%). Thanks to their geographic

locations, Russia, Canada and the USA can supply coal to both markets, and trade is
shifting more and more toward Asia. Colombia (still) delivers primarily to Europe.
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World Market for Steam Coal
Seaborne steam coal trade 2015 – supply structure
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The demand for steam coal on the Atlantic market rose by 0.5% to 217 million tonnes
in 2015. Demand on the Pacific market, on the other hand, fell by 7% to 616 million

tonnes. The share of the Atlantic market in the total market comes to almost exactly
one-fourth (26%).

As has already been noted, China’s imports fell by 32% to 156 million tonnes. India

imported 216 million tonnes, a slight increase by one million tonnes, and became the
Number One importer country. Japan also increased its imports only slightly to 191
million tonnes.
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Steam Coal Prices
Steam coal prices in US$/t (6,000 kcal/kg)
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The deterioration of steam coal prices continued in 2015. The decline stopped initially
for most provenances in spring 2016, but it would be premature to speak of a bottoming out at this point. It is not possible at this time to determine whether the market
shake-down that has taken place will be adequate to stabilise prices. FOB prices

from the East Coast of the USA declined by US$14/tonne to US$43/tonne in January
2016 in the year-on-year comparison; the price in June is about US$44/tonne.

The Pacific steam coal market displayed the same tendency: the price in 2015 from
Richards Bay (FOB) decreased from US$61/tonne to US$51/tonne. The price had
risen back to US$58/tonne in June.

The Russian prices FOB Baltic Sea Coast declined in the January comparison by

US$13/tonne; exports to Asia declined even more strongly, by US$17/tonne. Trans-

lated into rubles, however, revenues increased slightly – a special situation because
of the especially weak currency.
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Coking Coal Market

Share of coking coal in seaborne trade
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All of the major steel-producing countries (with the exception of India (+2.6%)) experienced a slump of more or less substantial magnitude (∅ -2.9%). In the USA, this
figure was especially high at -10%.

Trade on the seaborne world coking coal market declined significantly more strongly

than world steel production – by 12.3%. At the same time, there has been a substantial shift in the market shares of the various countries. Australia’s market share in-

creased by 8% to 68%. The USA share decreased by 3% to 14%. While Russia was
able to double its market share in the previous year, it was cut almost in half, from
11% to 6%, in 2015.
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Coking Coal and Coke Prices
Quarterly metallurgical coal benchmark prices
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The downward slide in coking coal prices continued in 2015 and even accelerated.
The price for Australian prime hard coking coal collapsed from US$114/tonne in

January 2015 to US$77/tonne in January 2016, i.e. by -32%. The price recovered to

US$94/tonne by May 2016. The price moved along the same lines as ore prices and
became decoupled from the development of the steam coal price. It amounted to
US$89/tonne in June.
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Freight Rates
The growth in capacity of the bulk carrier fleet came to an almost complete standstill
at the beginning of 2016. The reason for this is the rise in the number of ships sold

for scrapping. The consequence was a fall in scrap price to about half of the previous
value in the past year. Because of the poor market environment, Frachtkontor Junge
assumes that scrapping will continue to increase and that the age of the ships
marked for scrapping will decline.

Freight rates for Capesize ships (capacity of 150,000 DWT) with Rotterdam as destination (e.g. from Colombia) came to US$5.90/tonne at the beginning of January

2015. As of the middle of the year, freight rates rose, but they slumped again at the
end of the year, and as of the beginning of 2016 they were no more than

US$5.20/tonne. At the moment, the freight rates from Colombia are hovering at the
same level as at the beginning of the year.
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Outlook 2016
Real gross domestic product worldwide grew by 3% in 2015. Two countries caused this
average to climb significantly. Real growth in China was 6.9% and in India it was even
higher (7.4%). According to the OECD Interim Outlook from February 2016, only India

will continue to grow at the same speed while growth in China will slow; nevertheless, it
will remain over 6%.

Future development will be moulded above all by India and South-east Asia. Coal will
remain the primary pillar of energy supplies despite the growing contributions from

renewable energy sources. The most important driver is the construction of new coalfired power plants in national economies that are still lagging economically.

In its Medium Term Outlook, the IEA assumes that the demand for coal (including

lignite) in the OECD countries will decline until 2020 – and this will be the case in all

of the OECD countries. The demand for coal in all of the non-OECD countries, on the
other hand, will grow.

The IEA assumes that seaborne trade (Picture 8) will increase substantially once

again in Asia from 954 million tonnes in 2016 to 1,128 million tonnes in 2020 while it

will decline in Europe and North America. In all, there will be a development from 1.2
billion tonnes in 2016 to 1.35 billion tonnes in 2020.
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Picture 8
This growing demand could initially lead to a better utilisation of capacities. In fact,
additional export capacities must be made available for the future. This view is in

clear contrast to the general perception of the hard coal sector and to campaigns
calling for the financial sector to exit fossil energy sources.

The development of the coking coal world market is marked by overcapacities in

China. An initial increase in the prices for ores as well as coking coal at the beginning
of 2016 is not yet an indication that the crisis is over. On the contrary, the prices have
fallen again since then. The structural adjustment in China is just now beginning, and
it is still too early to judge what effects the protective measures now taken by the
European Union will have.

The fact that the utilisation of capacities in world steel production rose from 65% in

December of last year to 71.5% in April can be viewed as a sign that the industry is

beginning to recover. We must wait and see if this is the hoped-for light at the end of
the tunnel, and it will depend on worldwide economic developments.
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Situation for Energy Business in Germany
About half of the German primary energy consumption (PEC) goes to heating and
refrigeration. Decarbonisation? Not a trace.

Just as in the past, oil is the primary energy source Number 1, having a share of

34%, while the share of natural gas is 21%. Hard coal at 12.7% is still in third place.
Right behind it come the renewable energies at 12.7%; they have already passed

lignite (11.8%) and will most likely overtake hard coal in 2016. Nuclear energy (7.5%)
has fallen far behind – the exit from its utilisation by the year 2022 is already clearly
noticeable.
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Hard Coal Market
Hard coal imports of Germany
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The share of inland production in coal utilisation fell from 7.6 million tonnes to 6.2

million tonnes. The share of import volumes in coal utilisation rose from 56.2 million

tonnes to 57.5 million tonnes. Import volumes made a 90% contribution to the secure
and high-quality supply to the German market.

A good two-thirds of the German hard coal consumption went to power plants (67%),
30% to the steel industry and a small amount went to the heating market.
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German steam coal imports by origin in mn t
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Picture 10

Exactly three-fourths of the imports were steam coal, 21.4% coking coal and 3.5%
coke.

Russia continues to be the largest supplier for steam coal (34.5%) and strengthened
its position. Colombia (22.8%) overtook the USA (17.9%). They are followed by

South Africa (7.5%) and Poland (7.2%). The steam coal supplies from South Africa
declined sharply by 36% from 5.0 million tonnes to 3.2 million tonnes.

The most important suppliers for coking coal were Australia (5.6 million tonnes,

45.5% market share), the USA (3.2 million tonnes, 25.7% market share) and Russia
(1.6 million tonnes, 13.3% market share). While coking coal supplies from Australia

increased slightly (+5.6%), supplies from Russia rose substantially (+39%). The supplies from the USA declined by 5.8% and from Canada by 10%.
Outlook

We expect a tendency to stagnation in hard coal imports in 2016. Total coal imports

declined by 4.0% between January and April. Steam coal imports fell by 3.8%. Steel

production in Germany increased in May by 4% in the year-on-year comparison after
declining for six months in succession. These are the first indications of a
stabilisation.
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Energy Policies
Electric Power Market for the Energy Turnaround
The Germany government passed a new power market act in 2016. Capacity mar-

kets such as those already in place in other EU member states were rejected. Providers could post adequate contribution margins from price peaks that can be ex-

pected in the middle term after a curtailing of the power supply. If, however, the companies do not trust this system, further shutdowns of power plants must be expected
in the near future.

The feed-in priority for renewable energy sources is not in line with a free market and

is the primary cause of the disastrously low level of wholesale prices. Market-oriented
pricing will not become possible until the feed-in priority is eliminated so that capacity
markets are not required. Even the EU Commission says this (though in convoluted
form) in its sector analysis of the power markets.
EEG Revision – Energy Turnaround
The Renewable Energies Act (EEG), last revised in 2014, was once again revised in

2016. One special point was the introduction into the Act of the tender for power from
renewable sources. After a pilot phase determined that the tender by no means favoured only large companies and, in particular, led to substantially lower subsidies

than the entry capacity compensation that has been paid so far, the entire subsidisation system will be converted to a tender procedure in a three-stage process starting
in 2017. This will take care of the windfall effects related to subsidisation of the renewable energy sources, but their growth will continue.
Climate Protection Plan 2050
After the conclusion of the climate convention in Paris, one would have thought that
climate policies in future would be implemented, even by Germany, as part of an

internationally coordinated process and that European integration would be consid-
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ered in other aspects as well. The International Energy Agency has analysed the

effects of national plans that had been made available by the member states for the
climate summit. The sobering results: These measures would not limit the temperature increase to 2 °C.

Germany alone cannot stop climate change. Nevertheless, the draft submitted by the
Federal Ministry of the Environment for the Climate Protection Plan 2050 on 21 June
2016 represents yet another solitary move on the national front. “Energy generation
must be almost completely CO2-neutral by no later than 2050.” The Climate Protection Plan 2050 contains not only a vision, but also a path of transformation: “An im-

portant function on this path will be played by transition technology of gas-fired power
plants with low CO2 emissions and the existing state-of-the-art coal-fired power

plants, especially in cogeneration of heat and power operated in orientation to the

power market ...”. We consider this to be positive. But the fundamental assumption

that “gas-fired power plants with low CO2 emissions” are climate-friendlier than hard
coal-fired power plants is false.

I will have more to say about this in a moment.
Scenario for the Grid Development Plans Electricity
While the Climate Protection Act has set its sights on cutting emissions from the

energy industry in half by 2030, a decline in capacity on the basis of hard coal from

26 GW in 2014 to only 11 GW to 23 GW in 2030 (depending on the scenario for the

grid development plans electricity) is planned for 2030. This corresponds to a decline
of 12% to 52%, depending on the scenario.

The role of hard coal is not given appropriate consideration in all of the scenarios.

Technical reasons are not decisive because in their partial-load behaviour coal-fired
power plants are even superior to gas-fired power plants; they can provide a significantly greater reduction of load and, in contrast to the gas turbines, suffer substan-

tially lower losses of efficiency. From a strictly technical perspective, coal-fired power
plants can be used as a bridge for the energy turnaround just as effectively as gasfired power plants. To provide a fair comparison, the VDKi Board of Directors en-
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gaged the consultancy Pöyry to conduct a study on the direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions of natural gas and hard coal.

VERGLEICH DER TREIBHAUSGASEMISSIONEN
VON KOHLE- UND GASKRAFTWERKEN
Mai 2016
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The results of the Pöyry study: Coal-fired power plants are climate-friendlier
than open-cycle gas turbines as backups for the energy turnaround.
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Betrachtete Wertschöpfungsketten

Die Wertschöpfungsketten wurden für die Analyse in Förderung, Transport und
Erzeugung unterteilt – für Gas mit Sonderformen Fracking und LNG
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Picture 12
The emissions of methane, which is much more harmful to the climate, from oil and
gas production and the CO2 emissions during the transport of natural gas are not
taken into account in the climate policies of the German government and the EU.

In the studies available from the gas industry, highly one-sided assumptions are often
made. This prompted the VDKi to commission the consulting company Pöyry to conduct a literature study that determined the emissions from hard coal and natural gas
over the full length of the added-value chain and calculated for the first time the values for the partial-load case that is also important for the energy turnaround.

The time period under consideration is significant as well. Most of the time, reference
is made to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and it is assumed that

the impact of the climate gas methane is 28 times greater than that of CO2 over an
observation period of 100 years. But in view of the results of the climate conference

in Paris, this observation period is not acceptable. The Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change gives a value of 84 for an observation period of 20 years. Pöyry
therefore took this value, which is three times higher than the value previously used,
for its calculations.
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Erdgas – Indirekte Emissionen Gesamt

Die indirekten Emissionen von Erdgas verteilen sich relativ gleichmäßig auf
Transport und Förderung
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The indirect emissions during natural gas production are approximately as high as
during transport for the purchase mix we have today. If and when it becomes
necessary to obtain supplies from more distant deposits in future because the
deposits in Germany and the Netherlands are exhausted, the transport emissions will

be correspondingly higher. Total emissions comprise approximately half carbon
dioxide and half methane.

The chart shows the range of results as found in the relevant literature. It will not

surprise you to see that the lower values come from sources that have a close

relationship to the natural gas industry. The upper values are not “outliers”; they
come from American scientists who are deeply concerned about the rise in methane
concentrations in the atmosphere and have been published in professional journals.
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Steinkohle – Indirekte Emissionen Gesamt

Ein Großteil der indirekten Emissionen von Steinkohle wird bei der Förderung und
Aufbereitung freigesetzt
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The emissions in the hard coal chain are to a higher degree a result of production.
Since coal from opencast pit production dominates in the German purchase mix, the
required energy consumption is relatively low. The methane emissions are also low.

Transport in seagoing vessels is the form of transport with the lowest CO2 emissions.

Nevertheless, astonishingly high values for this are found in the literature and mark
the upper limit of the chart.

But even if the maximum values found in the literature are considered, the indirect
emissions in the hard coal chain are substantially lower than in the natural gas chain.
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Ergebnis Gesamtemissionen – Volllast

Eine offene Gasturine hat in der Gesamtbetrachtung um 1% geringere
Gesamtemissionen als ein Steinkohlekraftwerk
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Picture 15

The usual procedure is to determine the total emissions for full-load operation of

power plants. The results in the chart shown here represent this case as well for
comparison purposes. You see that the total emissions of an open-cycle gas turbine
are practically identical to those of a hard coal-fired power plant. The total emissions
from a combined cycle power plant are about 36% lower.
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Ergebnis Gesamtemissionen – Teillast
Berücksichtigt man STEAG-Analysen von Kraftwerken in Teillast so sind die Gesamtemissionen der GT um bis zu 76% höher im Vergleich zum Steinkohlekraftwerk
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Obviously, however, it is unrealistic to make such an assumption in these times of

the energy turnaround. Hard coal-fired power plants frequently operate at low load
levels; gas-fired power plants are often shut down completely. One important

difference to previous studies is that the results for the partial-load case have also
been determined.

The study comes to the conclusion that open-cycle gas turbines emit up to
76% more greenhouse gases than modern hard coal-fired power plants.

Modern hard coal-fired power plants are consequently an important pillar for system
stabilisation until such time as affordable storage facilities become available.

Total emissions from combined cycle power plants are in this case about 30% lower,
but their operation is heat-led and they cannot be operated as flexibly as open-cycle
gas turbines or hard coal-fired power plants.

This indicates that it would be a royally bungled affair to invest in gas turbines and to
shut down hard coal-fired power plants for climate protection reasons. We are
therefore very glad to see that the draft of the Climate Protection Plan 2050
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acknowledges a bridge function for hard coal-fired power plants as well. It must be
pointed out even more clearly, however, that consideration must not be restricted
solely to the CO2 emissions during combustion.

If general conditions in line with a free-market economy are introduced for renewable
energy sources, the general economic conditions for the operation of hard coal-fired
power plants as a bridge into the age of renewable energy sources will also be
favourable.

Thank you for your attention!
Further Informationen:
www.kohlenimporteure.de
info@kohlenimporteure.de
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